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Abstract: The influence of defocusing distance on porosity formation during laserMIG hybrid welding of TA2 titanium alloy joints was studied by both experimental and
numerical methods. The experimental results showed that the population of porosities
decreased in the welded joint when the defocusing distance increased from +6 mm to
+12 mm, while other welding parameters remained unchanged. A volume of fluid (VOF)
model was built in FLUENT by coupling the laser induced keyhole, MIG droplet and
melt pool. The simulation results suggested the formation of porosities can be attributed
to the collapse of the keyhole that can trap the open space at its bottom, thanks to the
vigorous laser-material interaction. When the defocusing distance increases, the laser
energy density drops and the keyhole becomes shallower leading to a weaker liquid
metal vortex flow. In this case, the open space at the bottom of the keyhole could be
backfilled with the surrounding liquid metal when the keyhole collapse, resulting in
less porosity in the solidified weld.
Keywords: Laser-MIG hybrid welding; Titanium alloy; Porosity; Numerical sim
ulation; Defocusing distance
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1 Introduction
Titanium and its alloys have been widely used for load-bearing components in
demanding environments in aerospace, vehicle engineering and petrochemical
applications due to their low density, high specific strength, non-magnetism, hightemperature resistance and excellent corrosion resistance, where welding is often
employed to fabricate complex structures [1]–[4]. At present, a number of welding
technologies can be used for titanium alloy, such as TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas, also
known as Gas Tungsten Arc Welding), MIG (Metal Inert Gas, a subtype of Gas Metal
Arc Welding), laser welding, laser-MIG and laser-TIG hybrid welding. Among them,
laser-MIG hybrid welding can potentially offer the advantages of reducing cracking,
better bridging ability, supressing the formation of porosities [5] and therefore result in
better mechanical properties, especially in welding medium to thick plates [6]–[8].
Porosity is a common defect in welding process and can be attributed to many factors,
such as chemical reactions in the molten pool [9], evaporation of low-melting elements
in keyholes and even in conduction mode [10], [11] and undissolved gases [12].
However, in laser-arc hybrid welding process, the formation of porosities is rather
complicated and involves many parameters making it very difficult to eliminate during
the welding process.
A number of studies have been carried out on the mechanism of pore formation in
laser welding of titanium alloys. Chang et al. [13] studied the effect of laser welding
positions (flat or horizontal) on the welding quality of Ti6Al4V titanium alloys and
found that gas escapes from the weld pool more easily in the flat position leading to
fewer pores in the weld, rather than in the horizontal welding position. Zhan et al. [14]
studied the effect of welding speed and correlated keyhole stability on the porosity in
TA15 titanium alloy welds. It was found that high welding speed led to faster cooling
rate of the molten pool and the characteristics of the keyhole was changed dramatically
and the keyhole even collapsed in certain conditions. It became difficult for the gas to
escape from the liquid metal resulting in a high population of porosities in the final
welds. Panwisawas et al. [15] established thermal conduction and fluid flow models to
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study the mechanism of porosity formation in laser welding of Ti6Al4V titanium alloys
and found that the formation of pores in the welding process was mainly related to
material thickness, laser power, and welding speed. Pang et al. [16] established a
quantitative model to study the effect of keyhole penetration depth fluctuations on pores
during laser welding of titanium alloys, but their research mainly focused on bubble
formation and pore size.
Laser-MIG hybrid welding of titanium alloys has also been studied intensively in
recent years. Researchers have demonstrated successful single- or multiple-passes
laser-MIG hybrid welding of titanium alloy at various thicknesses with excellent
mechanical properties [17], [18], where the most common configuration was to position
the laser at the front of arc to create a keyhole. The melt pool characteristics during
laser-MIG hybrid welding is far more complex than the sole laser beam welding
situation due to the laser-arc interaction and additional droplet transfer. A mismatch
between laser power and arc parameter can induce severe porosities during hybrid
welding process [19]. Zhou et al. [20] established a numerical model to study how the
additional droplet behave during laser-MIG welding and found that the MIG droplets
could affect the molten pool mixing and solidification process and therefore reduce the
pores in the final welds. Xu et al. [21] pointed out that, although the laser-MIG hybrid
welding features a much larger melt pool that allows more time for the gas bubble to
escape, poor stability of the keyhole can lead to keyhole collapse at the middle part
resulting in large pores. With the laser beam at the front creating a keyhole, although
some studies indicated that the arc current does play a role in forming porosities during
laser-MIG hybrid welding process [22], [23], formation of large sized pores are still
mainly keyhole-induced [24], [25].
As discussed above, stability of the keyhole during laser-MIG hybrid welding is the
key factor to achieve low porosity in the final welds. In fact, the laser beam is easily to
be interfered by the arc fume and vigorous plasma resulting in a ‘defocusing’ effect and
poor stability of the keyhole. Therefore, in this paper, the influences of laser defocusing
on the formation of porosity are to be investigated through a combination of
experiments and numerical simulations of laser-MIG hybrid welding of grade 2
3

commercially pure titanium TA2. The focal position of laser beam will be deliberately
adjusted to simulate the defocusing effect caused by the laser-arc interference during
hybrid welding process.
2 Material and Experiments
The material used in this study was grade 2 commercially pure titanium TA2 and the
chemical composition is given in Table 1. Plates in a dimension of 130 mm × 75 mm
× 6 mm were prepared for laser-MIG hybrid welding of ‘Y’ shaped joint with an
opening angle of 60°. Schematic of the welding setup is demonstrated in Figure 1. A
trailing shielding gas cover was designed to maintain inert atmosphere for additional
90 s at a welding speed of 8 mm/s to protect the weld seam from oxidation. The laserMIG hybrid welding system consisted of an IPGYLS-6000-S2T fibre laser, an ABB
welding robot, a HIGHYAG-BIMO laser welding head and a Fronius TPS4000 MIG
digital pulse arc welding machine. The laser power was set at 3.3 kW and the current
and voltage for the arc were kept at 120 A and 19.1 V respectively. The energy
distribution of the laser beam was Gaussian. To study the defocusing effect of the laser
beam, the focal position Fd was varied at +6 mm, +8 mm, +10 mm and +12 mm above
the top surface of the plate while keeping other welding parameters consistent. The
main welding parameters are listed in Table 2. The porosities in the welds were
examined by both destructive and non-destructive methods, i.e. X-ray inspection. The
destructive examination was carried out by sectioning the welds along the longitudinal
direction followed by mechanical grinding and polishing to reveal the pores.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of laser-MIG hybrid welding process
Table 1 Chemical composition of commercial pure titanium TA2（mass fraction / %）
Type

N

C

H

Fe

O

Ti

TA2

0.030

0.080

0.015

0.300

0.250

Bal.

Table 2 Main welding parameters for medium thickness titanium alloy TA2

Thickness
mm

6

Laser

Welding

Arc

Arc

Defocusing

Filament

power

speed

current

voltage

distance

spacing

P/W

v/(mm/s)

I/A

U/V

Fd / mm

DLA/mm

3300

8

120

19.1

+6, +8, +10 and
+12

2

Protection
dwell
time
T/s
90

3 Experimental results and analysis
Laser-MIG hybrid welding with different defocusing distances Fd were successfully
performed and the morphology of the weldment surface are shown in Figure 2. All the
welds had fully penetrated through the plates. Large number of spatters could be
observed when the defocusing distance Fd was +6 mm. The welding process became
more stable and the weld showed better appearance with larger Fd value. The width of
the weld top increases with the defocusing distance Fd while the penetration depth
remained consistent with different welding settings. The reinforcement was slightly
increased when the defocusing distance varied from +6 mm to +12 mm, as plotted in
Figure 3. When the laser defocused to a larger extent, i.e. Fd increased from +6 mm to
5

+12 mm, the laser spot area increased but the energy density was reduced
correspondingly. A larger laser spot would of course irradiate a larger area of the
material and also induced a wider opening of the keyhole. This could therefore result
in a larger proportion of liquid metal towards the top of the molten volume leading to a
wider weld.

Figure 2 The macro-morphology of welds surface obtained with different defocusing distances.

Figure 3 Influence of defocusing distance on welding penetration depth, top width and
reinforcement.
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The welds were sectioned through the central line along the longitudinal direction
and ground and polished to reveal the porosities. Figure 4 shows the macro-morphology
of the longitudinal cross-section of the laser-MIG hybrid welding joint when the
defocusing distance was +6 mm, +8 mm, +10 mm, and +12 mm when other welding
parameters remained unchanged. It can be seen from Figure 4 that, when the defocusing
distance was +6 mm, the weld specimen contained a large number of pores that mainly
concentrated near the middle and lower region of the fusion zone. As the defocusing
distance increased, the population and size of the pores decreased correspondingly and
almost no porosities could be observed when the defocusing distance was at + 12 mm.

Figure 4 Macro-morphology of the longitudinal cross-section of the laser-MIG hybrid welding joint
with different defocusing distance: a) + 6 mm; b) + 8 mm; c) + 10 mm and d) + 12 mm.

The cross-section view shown above provided a quick but rough indication of how
the porosities were distributed in the welds and there was no way to quantify the
characteristics of the pores through this method. X-ray inspection was therefore carried
out to provide a more accurate and reliable measurement regarding the porosities in the
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welds. As shown in Figure 5, the X-ray inspection radiographs were processed by using
ImageJ and the porosities in all welds were marked out by setting the same contrast
threshold. The X-ray radiograph were taken through the horizontal plane so that it
showed the porosities overlaid through the thickness of the plate. The 2D radiographs
confirmed the same trend as illustrated in Figure 4 that the population of porosities
decreased as the defocusing distance increased and no pores were observed when the
defocusing distance was at + 12 mm.

Figure 5 X-ray inspection results of laser-MIG hybrid welded joints

4. Numerical simulation
4.1 Coordinate transformation
In order to better understand the mechanism of porosity formation and the effect of
laser defocusing distance on the porosities, a numerical model was then built. To reduce
simulation time and improve efficiency, the simulation was carried out on the basis of
a half model as the weld was considered symmetric along the central line. The volume
of fluid (VOF) method was applied to track the gas-liquid interface in real-time and it
is divided into air and metal phases. The work piece remained stationary, and the heat
source model move at a constant welding speed in the positive direction along the Xaxis. The dimensions of the model were 50 mm × 20 mm × 9 mm, where an additional
3 mm air space was added on top of the metal material, as shown in Figure 6. Gambit
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software was used to perform a reasonable grid subdivision according to the
characteristics of the Y butt joint. The upper surface of the calculation model was set as
a velocity-inlet and the side surfaces of the air layer were all set as pressure-outlets. The
other outer surfaces were all set as insulation wall.

(a) Solid model

(b) Element distribution

Figure 6 Solid model used for numerical simulation

4.2 Heat source
In laser-MIG hybrid welding, the arc heat flow distribution is asymmetric. Therefore,
an asymmetric double elliptic model was employed to depict the arc heat distribution
[26], which can be expressed as:
 3  x  v0t 2 3 y 2 3z 2 
q f ( x, y, z ) 
 exp  
 2  2   x  0
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6 3( f f  A IU )

𝑓𝑓 + 𝑓𝑟 = 2

(3)

where 𝑓𝑓 is the distribution coefficient before the central point; 𝑓𝑟 is the distribution
coefficient after the central point; I is the welding current; U is the welding voltage; 𝜂𝐴
is the arc thermal efficiency; 𝑣0 is the welding speed; t is the welding time; 𝑎𝑓 ,
𝑎𝑟 , 𝑏ℎ , 𝑐ℎ are heat source size of welding arc.

In the laser-MIG hybrid welding process, when the power density of laser beam is
greater than 105 W/cm2, the metal being radiatedwill melt and vaporize in a very short
time. The generated metal vapour creates reflective pressure on the molten metal
9

causing the surface of the melt pool to sink downwards and creating small holes
downward into the liquid metal which is named keyhole. Then, the laser beam entering
the keyhole is reflected multiple times and absorbed by the sidewall resulting in a much
higher thermal efficiency than the conduction mode.
Therefore, a cone shaped cylindrical heat source model was used to simulate the
keyhole generated by the laser beam. As illustrated in Figure 7, the energy distribution
along the X-Y plane was in a Gaussian mode and the intensity of the peak was
attenuated along the –Z direction. The heat flow could be expressed as:

Figure 7 The model of conical heat source used for laser heat source
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(6)

Where 𝜇𝐿 is the laser thermal efficiency; 𝜒 is the proportion coefficient between peak
power densities at top and bottom surfaces of the heat source; PL is the laser power; r is
the laser action radius; 𝑟𝑒

and 𝑟𝑖 are the radius of the keyhole at the top and bottom;

A and B are the process coefficients. The increase in defocusing distance was simulated
by adjusting the laser radius r. Details about the derivation could be found in Ref [26].
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4.3 Droplet
In hybrid welding, when the molten droplets are detached from the wire, they are
not only affected by gravity, but also by plasma current force, electromagnetic force,
surface tension [27], [28]. The schematic of the droplet transfer is shown in Figure 8.
When the force of the droplet transition is greater than the resistance forces during the
welding process, the droplet can smoothly transfer to the molten pool. The droplet
enters the weld pool and brings in excessive heat flow. At the same time, its kinetic
energy also produces a strong turbulent stirring action on the pool and therefore changes
the fluid flow pattern inside the molten pool. In this study, the surface tension, gravity,
and plasma flow forces are considered and analyzed in the numerical model.

Figure 8 Schematic of droplet transfer process

4.4 Governing equations
In the process of laser-MIG hybrid welding, the conservations of mass, momentum,
and energy are strictly followed. They are expressed as follows:
Energy:
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝐻
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜌[
+ (𝑢 − 𝑢0 )
+𝑣
+𝑤
(𝑘 ) +
(𝑘 ) + (𝑘 ) + 𝑆𝑉
]=
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧

(7)

Where u, v and w represent the components of the fluid velocity in the three directions
of x, y, and z; k is the thermal conductivity; T is the temperature; ρ is the density of the
metal; H is the mixing enthalpy; Sv is the internal heat source term; u0 is welding speed;
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t is time.
Momentum:
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑢
𝜕2𝑢 𝜕2𝑢 𝜕2𝑢
+ (𝑢 − 𝑢0 ) + 𝑣 + 𝑤 ] = − + 𝜇 ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) + 𝑆𝑥
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧

(8)
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𝜌[

𝜌[

𝜌[

Where u, v, w are the components of fluid velocity in three directions of x, y, z; ρ is the
density of metal; u0 is the welding speed; μ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient of liquid
metal; ρ is the pressure in the fluid; Sx, Sy, Sz are the source terms of the momentum
equation.
The source terms Sx, Sy and Sz can be expressed by the following formula:
𝐴𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ (1 − 𝛽)2 𝑢

] + 𝐹𝑥

(11)
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(𝛽 3 + 𝜀)





Where Amush is a constant used to measure damping amplitude; ε is a small but non-zero
number; β is the volume fraction of the liquid; Fx, Fy and Fz represent the components of
the volume force in three coordinate directions.
The expression of electromagnetic force in arc welding is:

𝐹𝑥 = −

𝜇0 𝐼 2
𝑟2
𝑟2
𝑧 2𝑥
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−
)
[1
−
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−
)]
(1
−
)
𝐿 𝑟
4𝜋 2 𝜎𝑗2 𝑟
2𝜎𝑗2
2𝜎𝑗2
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𝐹𝑦 = −

𝜇0 𝐼 2
𝑟2
𝑟2
𝑧 2𝑦
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−
)
[1
−
𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−
)]
(1
−
)
𝐿 𝑟
4𝜋 2 𝜎𝑗2 𝑟
2𝜎𝑗2
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2

𝜇0 𝐼 2
𝑟2
𝑧
𝐹𝑧 = 2 2 [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 2 )] (1 − ) − 𝜌𝑔𝛽0 ∆𝑇
4𝜋 𝐿𝑟
𝐿
2𝜎𝑗

(16)

Where μ0 is the Magnetic permeability; L is the thickness of the workpiece; β0 is
the coefficient of thermal expansion.
Mass:
  u   v   w



0
t
x
y
z

(17)

4.5 Gas-liquid free interface
The VOF model can be used for interface tracking between two or more incompatible
fluids under a fixed Euler grid. A multi-phase flow VOF model is used to track the gasliquid free interface. If the fluid volume fraction F (x, y, z, t) is 1, it means that the
corresponding elements are all liquid metal; if 0 <F (x, y, z, t) <1, it means that both air
and liquid metal are contained in the element; if F (x, y, z, t) is 0, it means that all the
corresponding elements are air and no liquid metal was involved. Thus, F can be used
to calculate the free surface element and its normal direction. The governing equation
of the fluid volume function F is:
F
F
F
F
u
v
w
0
t
x
y
z

(18)

4.6 Boundary conditions
During the numerical simulation, at the upper surface of welded material, the
boundary condition is set as follow:
−𝑘

𝜕𝑇
= 𝑞𝑎 + 𝑞𝑙 − 𝑎𝑐 (𝑇 − 𝑇) − 𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑏
𝜕𝑛

Other surfaces of welded material:
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(19)

−𝑘

𝜕𝑇
= −𝑎𝑐 (𝑇 − 𝑇) − 𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑏
𝜕𝑛

(20)

Where 𝑞𝑎 is the heat transferred from the arc to the surface of the welded material; 𝑞𝑙
is the heat transferred from the laser to the surface of the welded material; 𝑎𝑐 is the
comprehensive heat dissipation coefficient of convection and radiation; 𝐿𝑏 is the
latent heat of evaporation; 𝑚𝑒𝑟 is the evaporation rate.
The boundary condition for free surface of the molten pool is:
−𝜇

𝜕(𝑣⃗𝑠 ⋅ 𝑠⃗) 𝜕𝛾 𝜕𝑇
=
𝜕𝑛⃗⃗
𝜕𝑇 𝜕𝑠⃗

(21)

Where 𝑣⃗𝑠 is the velocity vector on the surface of the molten pool; 𝑠⃗ is the tangent
vector on the surface of the molten pool.
In hybrid welding, the thermal and force fields of the plasma inside the small holes
are ignored. During the calculation, the stress boundary conditions existing on the free
surface of the molten pool is given as:
𝑃 = 𝑃𝐴 + 𝑃𝑅 − 𝑃𝑆

(22)

Where P is the pressure acting on the free surface of the molten pool; 𝑃𝐴 is the arc
pressure; PR is the recoil pressure, and PS is the surface tension. Double ellipse
distribution model is used to describe the arc pressure (PA ), which is expressed as:

 3  x  v0t 2 3 y 2 
30 I 2
PA  x, y   C 2
exp  
 2  x0
2

a
b j 
2  a j1  a j 2  b j
j1


(23)

 3  x  v0t 2 3 y 2 
30 I 2
PA  x, y   C 2
exp  
 2  x0
2

a
b j 
2  a j1  a j 2  b j
j2


(24)

Where 𝜇0 is the permeability; C is the calculation coefficient; 𝑎𝑗1 , 𝑎𝑗2 , 𝑏𝑗 are the
arc pressure distribution parameters.
The laser-induced recoil pressure is the main driving force for keyhole generating,
and it can be calculated according to the Knight model [29].
𝑃𝑅 = 𝐴𝑃𝑆 (𝑇𝑊 ) =

𝐴𝐵0

−𝑈
𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( )
𝑇𝑊
√𝑇𝑊

(25)

Where A is the calculation coefficient within the range of 0.55 ~ 1.0 according to the
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height of the steam pressure in the small hole; 𝐵0 is the evaporation constant; 𝑇𝑊 is
the surface temperature of the liquid metal; U is calculated by the following formula
[30], [31]:
𝑈=

𝑚𝑎 𝐻𝑣
(𝑁𝐴 𝑘𝑏 )

(26)

Where 𝑚𝑎 is the atomic mass; 𝐻𝑣 is the latent heat of evaporation; 𝑁𝐴 is the
Avogadro constant; 𝑘𝑏 is the Boltzmann constant.
The surface tension (𝑃𝑆 ) is calculated by:
𝑃𝑆 = 𝑘𝛾

(27)

Where 𝛾 is the surface tension coefficient; 𝑘 is the local curvature of free surface.
The temperature distribution in the molten pool is not uniform; therefore, the density
of liquid metal in the molten pool can change with time and space [32]. According to
the change in the density gradient of the liquid metal, the static equilibrium of the liquid
metal cannot sustain anymore and the fluid of the liquid metal is affected by the
temperature gradient. In laser-MIG hybrid welding, the laser keyholes periodically
opened and closed despite the fast welding speed. When the welding process enters a
quasi-steady status, the thermal gradient reached to a relatively constant condition.
Therefore, in this study, the Boussinesq model is used to deal with the thermal buoyancy
caused by non-isothermal flow phenomena [33]. This model assumes that, for all
equations except the buoyancy term in the momentum equation, the density is constant.
Thus:
(𝜌 − 𝜌0 )𝑔 ≈ −𝜌0 𝛽0 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 )𝑔

(28)

Where 𝜌0 is the fluid density (constant); 𝑇0 is the ambient temperature; 𝛽0 is the
thermal expansion coefficient.
The meshed geometric model is imported into the FLUENT software. The thermophysical properties and other calculation parameters used in this study are shown in
Table 3

and also defined in FLUENT. The step size used in the numerical calculation in

this study varies within a certain range from 10-4 s to 10-6 s. The transient flow field of
laser-arc hybrid welding of titanium alloy is calculated by the PISO algorithm.
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Table 3 Thermo-physical properties of the material and other coefficients used in the calculation

Material properties

Value

Liquidus temperature TL, K

2100

Solidus temperature TS, K

1941

Ambient temperature T, K

298.15

Surface tension coefficient γ, N/m

1.58

Thermal expansion β0, /K

1010-6

Magnetic permeability μ0,

3.210-6

Latent heat of fusion Lm, J/kg

3.50105

Latent heat of evaporation Lb, J/kg

6.78107

Boltzmann constant kb, J/K

1.3810-23

Avogadro constant Na

6.0221023

The density of titanium alloy ρ, kg/m3

4450

Convection heat transfer coefficient αc,

100

W/(m2·K)
Stephen-Boltzmann constant σ, W/(m2·K4)

5.6710-8

4.7 Numerical simulation results and discussions
To validate the accuracy of the numerical model, a comparison of cross-section
metallographic photo of the hybrid welded joints and the numerical simulation results
of the molten pool with different defocusing distances indicated that the profiles of the
fusion zone matched very well in experimental and simulation results, as shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Comparison of experimental and numerical simulation results of fusion zones with different defocusing
distances: a) +6 mm; b) +8 mm and c) +12 mm

Figure 10

shows the simulation results of the temperature and flow field distribution

on both longitudinal and transverse cross-section of the laser-MIG hybrid weld pool at
different times with a defocusing distance of +6 mm. At the beginning of hybrid
welding process, the heat generated by the arc surpasses the heat brought in by the laser
beam. Under the action of arc pressure, plasma force, and impingement force of the
droplet on the surface of the molten pool, the surface of the molten pool sinks and
deforms, as shown in Figure 10 (a). The molten pool metal in the upper region is pushed
towards the bottom of the molten pool under the combined force. The buoyancy force
is larger than any other forces, so the liquid metal at the bottom have a strong tendency
to flow towards the top region. With the progress of welding process, the high energy
laser beam causes the surface metal to melt and vaporize, and the escaped vapour exerts
additional reflective pressure on the molten liquid metal, causing the surface to become
concave and deform leading to the formation of keyhole. The laser induced heating
effect gradually becomes more prominent and the depth of the keyhole also increases
correspondingly. When the forces of metal vapour, surface tension and gravity reaches
an equilibrium state, the keyhole becomes stable and the depth reaches to its maximum
value. The sidewall of the keyhole is always in a wavy state. With the continuous
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advancement of the laser beam, the laser energy mainly acts on the front side wall of
the keyhole. Therefore, a strong evaporation of the liquid metal is generated on the front
side wall and the reaction force is also high, leading to that the liquid metal near the
front keyhole wall flows downward with high velocity, as shown in Figure 10 (b). This
part of molten metal moves backwards through the bottom of the keyhole and flows
upwards resulted by the buoyancy force. A clockwise vortex occurs in the middle of the
molten pool. Owing to the actions of arc pressure and Marangoni force, the liquid metal
close to the surface of weld pool moves toward the rear region. Besides, as the molten
pool is subject to the reaction force of steam, surface tension and electromagnetic force,
a bulge will appear near the front side wall, which has been recognized as the key factor
responsible for collapse of the keyhole [34]–[36]. Besides, the generation of the bulge
is also related to the thickness of liquid metal layer at the front side wall. As mentioned
above, during hybrid welding, the liquid metal near the keyhole opening moves towards
the keyhole bottom at a high velocity due to high evaporation reaction force. However,
thin molten metal layer cannot establish enough flowing stream toward the weld pool
bottom, thereby causing the liquid metal to be accumulated on the front side wall to
some extent. The bulge will bear strong laser radiation and generate a large evaporation
reaction force, which causes the bulge to continuously moving to the bottom of the
keyhole. The rear side wall will bent backwards due to the high welding speed. Thus,
laser beam cannot radiate the lower part of the rear side wall, leading to a smaller
evaporation reaction force. Different from the front side wall, the rear side wall of
keyhole has more complex behaviour. The surface tension causes the rear side wall of
the keyhole to move toward the front, which is another important reason inducing the
keyhole to collapse. When a continuous liquid metal bridge is established, the keyhole
closes, as shown in Figure 10 (c). The keyhole is then divided into two sections under the
impact of the molten liquid metal, as shown in Figure 10 (d), where a small cavity is
confined at the bottom of the melt pool. It should be noted that the shape and size of
the cavity are not stable under the action of the hydrodynamic pressure, which always
changes with time. The small cavity can become bigger and move to the rear part of the
molten pool following the strong metal flow, see Figure 10 (e). Thereafter, the metal flow
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at the bottom assist the cavity to escape from the molten pool (Figure 10 (f)). However,
due to the vigorous turbulence from the laser and arc and the high cooling rate during
welding process, escaping from the melt pool is not to be successful and the cavity
becomes trapped inside the solidified weld zone resulting, i.e. porosities in the
weldment.

Figure 10 Evolution of temperature and flow fields at defocusing distance of +6 mm
Figure 11 and Figure 12 illustrate the simulation results of the temperature field and flow
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field of laser-MIG hybrid weld pool when the defocusing distance is + 8mm and +
12mm respectively. Figure 11 indicates that the keyhole is generated and closed in a way
similar to that demonstrated in Figure 10. However, as the defocusing distance increases
to +8 mm, the laser radiation area becomes larger and energy density becomes smaller
than the situation in Figure 10. The laser induced actions will decrease accordingly and
the keyholes in the molten pool become relatively smaller, as seen in Figure 11 (f). As a
result, the size of pores formed in the weld seam after solidification also become smaller.
When the defocusing distance is +12mm, the depth of keyhole becomes much
shallower thanks to the further reduced laser energy density (Figure 12). Additionally,
the impact force from the front part to the rear part becomes smaller than that in the
weld pool of +6 mm. Alhough the liquid bridge can still be generated during the welding
process, the adjacent liquid metal can easily backfill the holes immediately. Therefore,
no closed pores is trapped at the bottom of the molten pool and no porosities are found
in the weld seam.
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Figure 11 Evolution of temperature and flow velocity fields at defocusing distance of +8 mm
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Figure 12 Evolution of temperature and flow velocity fields at defocusing distance of +12 mm

In summary, the numerical simulation results of temperature field and flow field
demonstrate that, as the defocusing distance increases from +6 mm to +12 mm, the laser
induced keyhole becomes shallower and the porosities shrinks in size and finally
disappear. The simulation matched well with the experimental results shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
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5 Conclusions
In this study, laser-MIG hybrid welding of TA2 butt joints were performed and the
influence of laser defocusing distance on the porosity formation was investigated by
both experimental and numerical simulation studies. The welds were examined by
sampling on the cross-sectional view along the welding direction and X-ray radiography.
The experimental results suggested the size and population of welding porosities
decreased significantly when the laser defocused further. No porosity was observed
when the defocusing distance was +12 mm.
The VOF modelling using FLUENT combined the laser induced keyhole behaviour,
MIG droplet and liquid metal flow in melt pool. The simulation results suggested the
formation of porosities are caused by the collapse of keyhole trapping the open space
at its bottom region thanks to the vigorous laser-material reaction. When the defocusing
distance increased, the reduction of porosities could be attributed to a shallower keyhole
and weaker liquid metal vortex flow resulted from smaller laser energy intensity.
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